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ABSTRACT: All Hebrew nouns have a grammatical gender, masculine or 
feminine. Morphosyntactic agreement is rule governed, hence adjectives, 
verbs, numerals and pronouns are morphologically inflected in order to 
match the gender of the noun. Feminine forms are morphologically typified 
by /+a/ or / + (V)t/ suffix, e.g., mistara 'police (f)', talmld/talmida 
'pupil (m/f)', toxnit 'plan (f)', ha/bim/halbanit 'milkman/milkwoman'. 
The inflectional suffix for the feminine is determined by the masculine 
base to which the form belongs. Feminine forms are hierarchically con-
trolled by morphological, morphophonemic, and morphosemantic factors. 
The morphological pattern is the dominant factor affecting the feminine 
ending, however, in cases where the masculine ending is opaque, that is, 
perceived as belonging to more than one category, the phonological base 
ending or the semantic pattern load regulates the feminine suffix. 
1. Introduction: Inflection and Derivation 
All Hebrew nouns have an inherent grammatical gender, masculine or 
feminine. 1 Feminine forms are morphologically typified by a stressed +a 
or by a + (V)t suffix,2 e.g., 
•This article is a product of an extended seminar study conducted during 198~ 1981. I 
would like to express my gratitude to the seminar participants for their valuable comments 
and for their assistance in collecting the data. The study has been supported in part by the 
Research Authority at Bar-Ilan University. 
I See Rosen (1957, pp. 225-228; 1977, p. 90), Berman (1978, pp. 74-77) for modern 
Hebrew, and Gesenius (1910, pp. 222-224, 389-394) for biblical Hebrew. 
2. A few lexical items have no suffixes (see (6h) below), however, they inherently belong 
to the feminine nouns, e.g., 'em 'mother', pi!eges 'mistress', 'even 'stone'. Words like ruah 
'wind', '.semes 'sun', derex 'way', kos 'glass' are considered as both masculine and feminine. 
In modern Hebrew they are predominantly used as feminine words. 
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(l) susa 'mare', isa 'woman', minsara 'prism', 'ezra~it 'citizen',3 
"Sadxanit 'matchmaker', toxnit 'program', 'ahbt 'sister', malxut 
'kingdom', migba'at 'hat'. 
The Hebrew suffixes +a and + (V)t can be either inflectional or der-
ivational. In general, the difference between derivation and inflection in 
morphology stems from the meaning relations among the morphemes in 
question. Morphemes, among which the connection is automatic and con-
tains only gender, number, person, and tense4 distinction are inflectional, 
whereas those that involve no automatic relationships are derivational. 5 
For example, the relations between house/houses, walk/walked, and go/ 
goes in English are inflectional. There is a number difference (singular/ 
plural) among the morphemes in the first pair, a tense difference (present/ 
past) among those in the second, and a person difference (first and second/ 
third person) among those in the third. These connections are widespread 
among morphemes in English, and are automatic, predictable and pro-
ductive. Contrary to this, the relations between child/childhood, mature/ 
maturity, beautiful/beauty are derivational. The affixes are neither au-
tomatic nor predictable, although the second morpheme in each pair in-
dicates an abstract noun. There are no *childity, *beautihood, *matury. 
Even if one knows the concrete noun or adjective, the derived abstract 
noun would be obscure unless acquired separately. The morphemes +hood 
and + ity are derivational, indicating the abstract noun, and no prediction 
can be made as to which one will be specifically chosen for a given word. 
While Hebrew derivational feminine suffixes are restricted to inani-
mate nouns, inflectional suffixes occur in animate nouns6 as well as in 
every adjective. In inanimate nouns, the gender distinction is arbitrary; 
each noun is lexically assigned a grammatical gender according to the 
suffixal morphological clues, and must be memorized separately. In ani-
mate nouns, and in adjectives, the masculine form is unmarked, i.e., it 
carries no ending, whereas the feminine form is marked and takes a suffix. 
The nouns in (2) are inflectional, while in (3) and (4) the grammatical 
feminine suffixes are part of the derivational pattern. 
3. The h indicates "het~ in Hebrew orthography. It corresponds to phonetic x by most 
Israeli speakers. The spirants f v x replace I!. !!. I!. in our transcriptions. The vowels presented 
are i e a o u, where e stands for graphemic schwa as well. 
4. These are the inflectional contents in Hebrew. They may vary in other languages 
which contain other morphological categories. 
5. See the detailed discussion about inflection and derivation in Oman (1971 a, p. 16; 
1979, pp. 11-12). 
6. Some insects are grammatically feminine although they may be sexually differen-
tiated, e.g., tola'at 'worm'. dvora 'bee', cipbr 'bird', cfardea' 'frog'. Note that their plural is 
formed by +im masculine type ending, i.e., tola'im, dvorim, ciporim, cfarde'im. 
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(2) ta/mid/talmida 'pupil (m/f)', student/studentit 'student (m/f)', 
sportay/sporta'it 'sportsman/sportswoman', 'ofej'ofa 'baker 
(m/f)', rasam/rasemet 'registrar (m/f)'. 
(3) dir 'sheephold (m)', dira 'flat (f)', sir 'pot (m)', sira 'boat (f)', 
'avir 'air (m)', 'avira 'atmosphere (f)', yarid 'fair (m)', yerida 
'decrease (f)', midras 'study (m)', midrasa 'school (f)', sir 'song 
(m)', sira 'poetry (f)', nayad 'mobile (m)', nayedet 'patrol (f)', 
me'l/ 'coat (m)', me'ila 'embezzlement (f)'. 7 
(4) svita 'strike', nevu'a 'prophecy', sibii 'cause', Sxenut 
'neighborhood', masma 'ut 'meaning', 'ivrit 'Hebrew', cincenet 
'jar', fo'avanit 'oilcloth', ta/nit 'turning'. 8 
The nouns in (3) represent pairs of masculine nouns with a zero ending 
on the one hand, and feminine nouns with +a or +(V)t ending on the 
other. Their consonantal and vocalic bases are essentially the same. They 
are apparently inflectional, however, since the meanings of the pair mem-
bers are neither related, nor predicted, except for the very abstract root 
meaning in some examples,9 they are derivationaL The examples in ( 4) 
demonstrate feminine nouns which have no masculine counterpart. Their 
endings indicate the grammatical gender. 
Morphosyntactic agreement is rule governed in Hebrew, hence nouns, 
verbs, adjectives, numerals, and pronouns are morphologically inflected 
in order to match the gender of the nucleus noun in the sentence or the 
phrase. It follows, then, that not only do animate nouns have inflectional 
feminine suffixes; other dependent phrasal components are inflectionally 
marked as well. For instance, naheget 'driver (f)', and cahevet 'jaundice 
(f)', are both feminine nouns. The former corresponds to nehiig 'driver 
(m)', thus the +et ending is inflectional, while the latter has no masculine 
parallel; it belongs to the CaCeCet pattern. The sentences in (5) dem-
onstrate morphosyntactic agreement. The adjective 'aybm 'terrible, fright-
ening', the demonstrative ze 'this', and the verb hidbik 'overtake, infect', 
as in (Sc), take the feminine inflected forms 'ayuma, zot, hidbika in (5a,b) 10• 
{5) a. hanaheget ha'ayuma hazbt hidbika 'oti. 
'This frightening driver (f) overtook me'. 
7. This is a very small sample of pairs one of which is masculine and the other feminine, 
and there is absolutely no semantic gender connection between them. 
8. Compare to mifne 'turning (m)'. 
9. Some scholars tend to show semantic relations between masculine and feminine nouns 
derived from the same root, but the generalizations stated are quite minor and insignificant. 
See, for instance, Livni (1941, pp. 131-132), Gesenius (1910, p. 394). 
10. Definite-article Agreement Rule places ha 'the' in front of the nouns, adjectives, and 
demonstratives in a definite noun phrase. 
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b. hacahevet ha'ayuma hazbt hidbika 'oti. 
'This terrible jaundice infected me'. 
c. hanehag ha'aybm haze hidbik 'oti. 
'This frightening driver(m) overtook me'. 
In this article, we shall concentrate on the morphological aspects of 
the feminine inflection in nouns and adjectives. As previously observed, 
derivation is quite arbitrary, whereas inflection is productive, linguistically 
required by morphosyntactic rules, and is expected to be predictable. We 
shall explore here the rules which govern the inflectional feminine mor-
phemes. Apparently, there is an unreasonable complexity in this matter: 
baron 'baron' takes baronit for feminine, but risbn 'first' has ri'Sona, while 
susbn 'pony' takes susbnet. The three words, baron, risbn, and susbn, are 
bisyllabic, they all end in phonetic -on, nevertheless they vary in the 
suffixes. The first is inflected by +it, the second by +a, and the last by 
'+et. We shall demonstrate that the occurrence of the various endings is 
not arbitrary. The +it suffix is attached, for instance, to loan words (Sec-
tion 8), +a is commonly added to masculine XoC stems (Section 5), and 
+et is typical of diminutive nouns (Section 10). Hence, there are obviously 
various factors (morphological, morphophonemic, and semantic) deter-
mining feminine inflection. 
The existing descriptions of the feminine formation give partial account 
for the rules involved. Rosen (l 957, pp. 225 ff.) describes feminine in-
flection in nouns as well as adjectives and participles, interspersed with 
other morphological inflectional and derivational processes; Ornan ( 1971 b, 
pp. 37-38) systematically lists the rules for the feminine formation, but 
restricts his description to participle forms. The descriptions are partially 
abstract, since they take factors such as geminate stems into consideration. 
The difference between the feminine forms of ganav 'thief', hadas 'new', 
and 'Safan 'rabbit' can be accounted for by the abstract stems. from which 
they are etymologically derived. Hence, ganav stems from *gannab, hadas 
from *hatliis, and 'Safan from *sapann. The first form changes into fem-
inine ganevet, the others into hadasa and sfana. However, the word 'avaz 
'gander' which is etymologically identical to ganav (*'awwaz) takes the 
form 'avaza (like ~adasa and sfana), and not *'avezet. A classification 
which considers the etymological vocalized form of the word will treat 
'avaza as exceptional. Alternatively, we believe that 'avaz belongs to the 
unique group of hadas and '/;afan, of CaCaC pattern (no matter what their 
vocalization) which are nonoccupational. On the other hand, ganav belongs 
to the large semantic category of CaCaC occupational nouns which sys-
tematically take +et ending (and sometimes +it, see Section 9). There-
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fore, to the extent that is possible, we shall try to describe the distribution 
of the feminine suffixes by relation to phonetic and morphological rather 
than vocalized clues. It is our contention that the masculine form suffices 
to predict the feminine inflectional allomorphs. With very few exceptions, 
given a certain masculine form, the native speaker intuitively chooses the 
proper feminine suffix. The present paper focuses on the base masculine 
unmarked structures to which the feminine markers are added, and de-
scribes them systematically in a way which will reflect the speaker's knowl-
edge. The description will be followed by a classification of factors which 
determine the distribution of feminine inflectional morphemes in relation 
to the masculine base stems. Exceptional cases will be explained as lexical 
deviations or stylistic modifications. The data are obtained from Even-
Shoshan's dictionary (I 970), verified in the literature and supported by 
productivity tests. 
2. The Feminine Allomorphs 
The Hebrew feminine morpheme has various allomorphs: +a, + t, +it, 
'+et, '+at, +ot, +ut and~ (zero) endings. Two examples of each al-
lomorph are listed in ( 6); the masculine form is indicated in brackets 
wherever possible: 
(6) a. pi/a 'elephant' [pi/], simla 'dress' 
b. 'asufit 'foundling' ['asufi], p/onit 'what's-her-name' [plonl] 
c. hadranit 'femme de chambre' [hadran], s/ulit 'puddle' 
d. 'omenet 'nanny' ['omen], rakevet 'train' 
e. me'Sugb.'at 'crazy [me'Sugb.1, kadahat 'fever, malaria' 
f. 'ahbt 'sister' ['ah], hacbt 'midnight' 
g. d~lut 'poverty', hista/mut 'perfection' 
h. 'em 'mother' ['av], 'even 'stone' 11 
Historically, all the feminine endings were derived from the t end-
ing preceded by a vowel1 2• The phonetic stressed +a was derived from 
/ +at/ 13, too, through a process of final t deletion in absolute state forms. 
In nonabsolute state forms, i.e., in construct state or in inflected forms, 
the t is retained, as in (7): 
11. For a larger list of this kind. see Gesenius (1910, p. 390, §122c). 
12. See Bauer & Leander (1965, pp. 507-513). 
13. Gesenius (l 910, p. 224) states explicitly that it is wrong to consider +a as original 
and the +at as derived from it. 
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(7) simla 'dress', simlat ha'isa 'the woman's dress', simlati 'my 
dress', simlata(h) 'her dress'. 
The first six allomorphs ( 6a-e) are both derivational and inflectional. 
The+ ut and zero endings (6g-h) are restricted to derivational morphemes. 
Evidently, the +ot suffix (6f) seems inflectional as in 'ahf'ahbt 'brother/ 
sister', ham/hambt '(woman's) father- /mother-in-law', and derivational as 
in hacbt. However, in spite of the two pairs, it is preferable to consider it 
derivational for two reasons: (a) the ending is very rare and unproductive 
as a feminine marker; (b) 'ahbt and hambt are the only two lexemes which 
provide evidence for the inflectional + ot suffix. Historical processes caused 
the suffixation of +ot onto these two morphemes 'ah and ham 14, but since 
they are rare and unproductive synchronically, the ending should be re-
garded as lexically assigned, and hence, derivational. 
The distribution of '+et and '+at allomorphs as in (6d,e) is phono-
logically predictable. The '+at suffix is expected after the stem final 
/h/, /h/, or/'/. The '+et suffix occurs elsewhere, e.g., 
(8) 'Soxexet 'calming down' [foxex], foxahat 'forgetting' [foxeah} 
gidemet 'one-handed' [gidem), gida 'at 'de horned' [gidea 1, 
govelet 'neighboring' [govel], govahat 'becoming tall' [goveah] 
Note that although the + t allomorph is exemplified in ( 6b) by plonit 
and 'asuflt with the vowel i preceding the ending, it also occurs in cases 
such as nivnet 'built' [nivne], mistanet 'changing' [mistane], where the 
vowel e precedes it (see Section 6). 
3. Feminine Inflectional and Derivational Suffixes 
There is a substantial difference in the distribution of the derivational 
and inflectional feminine suffixes. Table I summarizes the division of the 
various endings in percentages. 
The percentages presented in Table 1 are based on data obtained from 
Even-Shoshan's Dictionary (1970). They clearly show that the most com-
mon feminine ending in derivational morphemes is +a; it includes 75% 
of the nouns, e.g., 
(9) ce'aka 'outcry', safe 'language', mesibii 'party', cava'a 'will', 
pina 'corner', 'eca 'advice', etc. 
14. See Bauer & Leander ( 1965, p. 511 ). 
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TABLE 1: Feminine suffix distribution among derivational and 
inflectional morphemes in percentages 
of Suffix 15 
Type of Nominal 
Morpheme Category +a '+etf'+at +it 
Deri va tional Nouns 75 14 10 
Inflectional { Nouns 25 22 47 
Adjectives 31 27 3 
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The other endings also exist, but they are less widespread 16, e.g., 
( 10) naze/et 'catarrh', saplzhat 'psoriasis', 'Sanit 'scarlet fever', 'afiflt 
'wafer', etc. 
The +a ending is less common among inflectional morphemes. The 
most frequent morphemes are +it (47%) in inflectional nouns and +tin 
inflectional adjectives (38%). The +a suffix is used with between a quarter 
(25%) to a third (31 %) of the inflectional morphemes, and about the same 
rate take the +et/+at endings (22%, 27%). The +it ending is especially 
regular in inflectional nouns due to the high rate of bases with +an or 
ay endings and to the loan (and multiconsonantal) bases to which the 
feminine +it is attached (and see Section 8 below). 
The + t is especially regular in inflectional adjectives because of the 
great number of adjectives ending + i, as in ri'Soni/ri'fonit 'primary', 'asiri/ 
'asirit 'tenth', 'obyektivij'objektivit 'objective', etc. (Section 6 below). 
Table 1 includes only feminine suffixes which are both inflectional and 
derivational, as in (6a-e). However, taking all the derivational feminine 
data into consideration, the following distribution is obtained: +a-57% 17; 
+et/+ at-10%; + it-8%; + ut-25%; others-less than 1 %. The per-
centages are taken from 5550 feminine nouns found in Even-Shoshan; 4140 
of which are referred to in Table l. The inflectional nouns include about 
950 items, and the adjectives are comprised of 5500 items. 
It is obvious that derivational and inflectional morphemes are formed 
15. The +et/+ at ending refers to both unstressed allomorphs. The +I ending includes 
the rest of the inflectional allomorphs. 
16. Gesenius {1910, p. 223) comments that the +et suffix is less frequent in biblical 
Hebrew than the +a. The +et is customary only among participles and infinitives. 
17. About 30 nouns of Aramaic origin are spelled with a final 'a/ef instead of he, which 
were excluded in the calculations prese,nted in Table l, e.g., nihuta 'gentleness', plugta 
'conflict', tosefta 'Tosefta', pamalya 'retinue'. 
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alike, except for the few feminine nouns of type ( 6h) which are rare and 
unproductive. The examples presented in (5) (naheget and cahevet), and 
in (2-4) and (6) prove this. However, as may be recalled, the derivational 
suffixes belong to nouns in an arbitrary way, whereas the inflectional suf-
fixes are rule governed. Since our purpose is to formulate the distribution 
of the Hebrew inflectional feminine suffixes, we shall refer to derivational 
processes only when they provide evidence for our inflectional findings. 
4. Inflectional Markers of Participles 
Oman (l97lb, pp. 37-38) proposed the following rules (A-B) to de-
termine the feminine inflection of the participle forms in Hebrew. It is a 
well-known fact about Hebrew morphology that many nouns and adjectives 
are derived as participles (Rosen, 1957, pp. 2 l 3ff.; Merkin, 1968, pp. 
140-152). Any participle form may potentially become a noun or an ad-
jective. Therefore, Oman's classification is important as a starting point. 
A. The +a suffix is attached to the masculine base form in the 
following conditions: 
(I) In monosyllabic bases, e.g., kam, met, bos/kama, meta, bosa 
'get up', 'die', 'ashamed'. 
(2) When the base is one of the following patterns: XiC, XoC, 
XuC, XVC,Ci (where X indicates any syllable, i.e., any 
sequence of consonants or vowels, C indicates any consonant 
including phonemic /' /, and C, indicates an identical 
consonant), e.g., morid/morida 'decrease', yaxbl/yexo/a 'is 
able to', karu/kru 'a 'invited', mesev/mesibil 'turn'. 18 
(3) When the base belongs to the CaCeC pattern, e.g., yasen/ 
yesena 'sleep', ra 'ev/re 'evil 'hungry', came/cme'a 'thirsty'. 
(4) When the base ends in the vowel e, except for the niCCe 
base, e.g., 'Save(sava 'equal', mehake/mehaka 'wait'. 
B. The t suffix is added to the participle base in the following cases: 
(I) When the base belongs to XaC, e.g., nismar/nismeret 'kept', 
mehubar/mehuberet 'connected', nirpa/nirpet 'cured'. 19 
(2) When the base belongs to the XeC pattern (CaCeC pattern 
excluded), e.g., 'Somer(someret 'guard'. 
I 8. Jn biblical Hebrew m::>Sibba. 
19. As mentioned above. the C can be phonetically zero, but phonemically it may include 
/'/. It is true for this example, as well as for karil mentioned above (A2), and others. The 
C is phonetically realized as unstressed a in case of phonemic /' /. 
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(3) When the base belongs to the niCCe pattern, e.g., nir'e/nir'et 
'seem', nikne/niknet 'bought', na'asejna'aset 'done'. 
Inferred from the examples, the + t suffix in Oman's formulation refers 
to the allomorphs '+et (and consequently '+at) as in B(l-2), and +t, as 
in B(3). Special rules derive these allomorphs from / +t/ (Oman, 1971 b, 
pp. 43-44). Since the rules are discussed at some length by Oman, their 
formulation will not be repeated here. 
By reference to Oman's short and schematic formulations, we shall 
try to examine whether Oman's statements can be generalized beyond the 
scope of the participles in Hebrew. Since the formulation calls for mor-
phological and morphophonemic environments (see discussions below), it 
is our belief that they can cover much larger categories of nouns and 
adjectives than those indicated by Oman. On the other hand, more cat-
egories will be included in our presentation because we have not limited 
ourselves to nouns and adjectives of the participle forms. 
5. The +a Allomorph (6a) 
In spite of its relatively low rate of occurrence in inflectional, as com-
pared to derivational morphemes (see Section 3), the +a allomorph occurs 
in the largest number of environments. Based on Oman's (1971 b) rules, 
a schematic presentation of environments follows: 
(a) #CVC#; {b) 1. XiC, 2. XoC, 3. XuC, 4. XVC;C;; (c) CaCeC; (d) Xe. 
The first and last two bases, (a), (c}, and {d) are morphological; (a) 
indicates the morpheme structure, (c) refers to a specific type of pa'a/ 
participles, and (d) refers to verbs of final y or w roots, except for the 
niCCe base. The bases presented in (b) are morphophonemic. They reflect 
the masculine stem endings to which the feminine suffixes are added. 
Note that XVC;C; refers to geminate roots, which are not realized pho-
netically, and hence, are abstract, a problem to which we shall refer later 
in this section. 
The above stated environments hold for nouns and adjectives as well. 
In this formulation, the morphophonemic and morphological environments 
suit nouns and adjectives which share the participle patterns, as well as 
others of different patterns. The examples below, (11 )-(18), list two items 
formed like participles, and other independently formed items belonging 
to the same environment which take the +a ending. 
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{a) #CVC# 
Jn monosyllabic stems, only +a is added to form the feminine, e.g., 
(11) met/meta 'dead', dar/dara 'dwelling', zar/zara 'stranger', goy/ 
goya 'gentile', gis/gisa 'brother- /sister-in-law', dod/doda 
'uncle/aunt', 'elj'ela 'god/goddess', se/seya 'young lamb', gdi/ 
gdiya 'kid', cvi/cviya 'gazelle', etc. 
{b) l. XiC: final closed syllable containing the vowel i 
(12) madrix/madrixa 'instructor', manhig/manhiga 'leader', 
nadiv/nediva 'generous', 'acilj'acila 'noble', 'asirj'asira 'pris-
oner', gvir/gvira 'lord', yahid/yehida 'single', takif/takifa 'firm', 
talmid/talmida 'pupil', etc. 
In the verb, the environment is restricted to the hif'i/ participle. In 
nouns and adjectives the +a is regular wherever the final syllable contains 
the vowel i. 
2. XoC: final closed syllable containing the vowel o 
(13) yaxbl/yexola 'is able to', naxon/nexona 'right', /akbah/lakoha 
'customer', manoah/meno~a 'deceased', kahbl/khula 'blue', 
yatom/yetoma 'orphan', rahbk/rehoka 'far', sagol/sgula 
'purple', tahton/tahtona 'Iower',20 pasbs/pa'Sosa 'warbler', 
hamor/hamora 'ass/she-ass',21 etc. 
The suffix +a is added to XoC stems whether the ending is part of 
the root as in sagbl, or a derivative as in tahtbn (from tahat 'under' 
+on). This generalization is true except for the diminutive +on derivative 
suffix, see Section 9 below and the examples in (39). 
3. XuC: closed syllable with the vowel u 
(14) macuy/mecuya 'available', garus/grusa 'divorced', 'arusj'arusa 
'engaged', kasuv/kasuva 'attentive', 'Sakul(sakula 'bereaved', 
etc. 
4. xvcici: final geminate consonant 
There are very few nouns and adjectives belonging to this category. In 
Oman's formulation, the category refers to the geminate roots, i.e., roots 
with an identical second and third radical, like sbb, gll. If we try to 
20. The word 'adim 'sir' has both feminine forms: 'adonil and 'adonil. 
21. Besides 'aton 'she-ass' of (6h) type. 
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generalize beyond the scope of the verbal participle, we ought to include 
all the cases of etymological final geminates, as in CaCoCC/C;)CuCCa 
(cf. 'adbmj'aduma 'red'), CaCaCC/C;)CaCCa (cf. 'Safan(sfana 'rabbit', 
gamat/gmala 'camel'). However, cases like CaCoCC are already included 
in (b)2. CaCaCC could belong perfectly well to the (e) pattern discussed 
below. Moreover, some of the geminate roots form monosyllabic words, as 
in (15), hence they ought to be generalized in (a) above. 
(15) ra /ra 'a 'bad', rax/raka 'soft', kar/kara 'cold', dov/duba 'bear', 
etc. 
Only the examples listed in ( 16) need special consideration. 
(16) a. mucar/mucara-muceret 'narrowed', muhak/ muhaka 
'engraved', muhag/muhaga-muheget 'celebrated', 
muham/muhama 'heated', mufaz/mufaza-mufezet 'gilded'. 
b. mecer/mecera 'depressed', mekel/mekila 'lenient'. 
The huf'al type participles presented in ( l 6a) take the +a ending in 
general; sometimes they alternate with +et. Phonetically, these huf'al 
forms belong to the XaC environment which typifies bases with +et suffix. 
Hence, the alternative +et forms here concur with the general tendency 
presented in Section 9 (3la). 
Hif'il participles of geminate roots are included in (l 6b). Environment 
(b) I above has already referred to the hif'il participles (XiC base), as well 
as to other patterns. The examples in (16b) could be handled, therefore, 
in one of the following ways: (a) exceptional subcategory of the XiC base, 
because, in spite of belonging to hif'il, the base masculine forms end 
phonetically in XeC; or (b) exceptionally marked lexical items which have 
no reference whatsoever to existing patterns. Suggestion (b) is preferable, 
in my opinion, because it does not violate the morphophonemic environ-
ment stated in XiC, particularly when considering the rarity of the forms 
involved. 
It follows, then, that the geminate roots do not need any special cat-
egory. Their root is phonetically opaque, and the number of cases is limited. 
These rare cases that do not fit any of the existing environments will be 
lexically treated as exceptional. 
(c} CaCeC 
This morphological pattern includes numerous nouns and adjectives, 
e.g., 
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(17) ra 'ev/re'eva 'hungry', basel/bsela 'ripe', 'ayef/'ayefa 'tired', 
zaken/zkena 'old', haver/havera 'friend', 'ave/j'avela 'mourner', 
yagea 'lyege 'a 'tired', ya 'el/ye 'e/a 'ibex', ya 'en/ye 'ena 'ostrich', 
etc. 
(d) Xe 
Participles, nouns and adjectives with base e ending take the +a suffix 
(if they do not belong to niCCe pattern,22 see below Section 6), as in (18). 
(18) hole/ho/a 'sick', gole/gola 'exile', 'Sote/fota 'silly', nukSe/nuksa 
'stiffened', rnerube/meruba 'numerous', memune/memuna 'in 
charge', na'ale/na'a/a 'lofty', muke/muka 'beaten' etc. 
Two more morphological categories must be added. They do not exist 
in participles, but they are quite common among adjectives and nouns: 
(e) CaCaC (not occupational); (f) "Segolates." 
(e) CaCaC (not occupational) 
The environment XaC typifies +et feminine ending in participle bases, 
and in CaCaC pattern which indicates occupation (etymologically, with 
medial geminate, see Section 9). In other CaCaC bases, the feminine is 
+a, e.g., 
(19) saxal/sxala 'silly', ra~av/rehava 'wide', kacar/kcara 'short', 
hadas/hadasa 'new', yasar/ye'Sara 'straight', 'avazj'avaza 
'gander/goose', 'ayalj'ayala 'deer/hind',24 etc. 
(f) Segolates: penultimately stressed bases 
(20) keves/kivsa 'lamb', melex/malka 'king/queen', ke/ev/ka/ba 
'dog', ye/ed/yalda 'boy/girl', na'ar/na'ara 'youngster', hexer/ 
bixra 'young camel', nexed/nexda 'grandchild'. 
The stems to which the feminine forms are added are penultimately 
stressed (not as in XeC finally stressed stems, discussed in Section 9). 
22. Or to the muCCe pattern, see Section 9. 
23. The words na'ave, na'ale, and nirce 'acceptable' belong to the niCCe pattern; mukce, 
muke, mu~ve 'compared' and mu/re 'fertilized' belong to the muCCe pattern, and nevertheless 
they take the +a ending instead of the expected +et (see Section 4). The reason is phonetic: 
since both niCCe, muCCe and Xe share the same phonetic ending, the suffixal feminines 
fluctuate. 
24. Phonetically, makar/makara 'acquaintance' belong here, too, but the consonant m 
is a derivational marker and not part of the root stem (cf. hekerut 'acquaintanceship'). It 
fits the non-occupational CaCaC masculine stem. 
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Although their number is not large, they constitute a morphological en-
vironment worth special consideration. 
In sum, the +a feminine suffix is added to the following bases: (a) 
#CVC# monosyllabic stems; (b) XiC, XoC, XuC stems; (c) CaCeC pattern; 
(d) Xe stem (niCCe, muCCe excluded); (e) CaCaC (non-occupational 
pattern); (j) CeCeC pattern. The +a suffix occurs occasionally in some 
other environments where its existence needs special consideration (e.g., 
(23c), (30a), (32a), (37)), and hence is separately handled. 
6. The +t AHomorpb (6b) 
The inflectional feminine suffix + t occurs dominantly in nouns and 
adjectives which end in Xi, e.g., 
(21) meci'uti/meci'utit 'realistic', refu'i/refu'lt 'medical', /e'umi/ 
/e'umit 'national', savlanljsav/anit 'patient', sovieti/sovietit 
'Soviet', recini/recinit 'serious', musari/musarit 'moral', yapimi/ 
yapanit 'Japanese', etc. 
This suffix is especially common in adjectives, as observed in Table 1. 
Since the + i suffix in itself is a productive adjectival suffix, the rate of 
this kind of feminine marker is very high. The exceptions are rare and 
include few nouns and adjectives that take +a ending, as in senl(sniya25 
'second'. They are discussed in detail in the following "Gentilic Nouns" 
Section. 
The +tis also added to Oman's B(3) category as presented previously 
in Section 4. In Oman's formulation, this + t suffixation is restricted to 
the nifal verb pattern of roots with final vowels (etymologically verbs with 
final y or w), hence the environment is morphological. The examples in 
(22a) present a small sample of expected forms according to Oman, but 
those in (22b) show deviations. 
(22) a. nilve/nilvet 'accompanying', nidhe/nidhet 'rejected', nidke/ 
nidket 'depressed'. 
b. murce/murcet 'narrated', mutne/mutnet 'conditioned', muske/ 
musket 'watered', mukSe/mukSet 'hardened', mut'e/mut'et 
'misleading', musve/musvet 'compared'. 
The examples in (22b) reveal that not only niCCe, but also muCCe 
take the + t ending. They alternate with murca, mutna, muska, mukSa, 
25. A phonological rule changes the sequence of i + a into iya. 
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exactly in the same way that nilvet, nidhet, and nidket in niCCe alternate 
with nilva, nidha, nidka. 
Hence, instead of the morphological niCCe environment, the proper 
CVCCe environment for + t addition is required. It includes both niCCe 
(nif'al) and muCCe (huf'al) of etymologically weak verbs with final y or 
w, and it generalizes the apparently restricted environments more suc-
cessfully. The alternations with +a suffixes may be explained by the 
overlapping found between CVCCe and the Xe pattern described in Sec-
tion 5 (d). Since the endings are phonetically alike, the speakers opt for 
the final Xe base rather than for the CVCCe, and consequently, they 
sometimes create forms such as muSka and nilva instead of muSket and 
nilvet. 
7. Gentilic Nouns 
Words such as yehudi 'Jewish', carfati 'French', dati 'religious', 1vri 
'Hebrew', rusi 'Russian', 'angli 'English', micri 'Egyptian', have two fem-
inine endings: one with +a (phonetic iya) denoting nouns, namely, the 
person (the woman) coming from this local origin or faith; the other with 
+ t denoting attributive-adjectives, e.g., yehudiya 'Jewess', yehudit 'Jew-
ish', carfatiya 'French woman', carfatit 'French (adj)', datiya 'religious 
woman', datit 'religious', etc. 
Podolsky (1981, pp. 155-156, and previously Rosen, 1957, p. 236) 
proposed an interesting distinction between the bases that take only + t 
vs. those that take both + t and +a feminine endings, based on accentual 
patterns. If a word has a stable stress, usually penultimate, it has only one 
feminine ending + t, as in sini/sinit 'Chinese'. If the stress is unstable (i.e., 
final, as in 'anglij'angliyaj'angliybt) the word takes the two feminine forms 
(e.g., 'angliyaj'anglit), with the above-mentioned semantic distinction. Thus 
the stress serves as a morphological factor, since it enables the prediction 
of which nouns are liable to be formed with the +a ending. 
It was observed earlier that the +a ending is the most common among 
derivational feminine markers. The +it and +t suffixes are fairly un-
common. A comparison of the feminine nouns with + it26 to those with 
+iya endings reveals that there are 251 nouns with +iya and 417 with 
+it endings, i.e., the rate of feminine nouns with iya is relatively high as 
compared to those with +it. For instance, nagariyil 'carpentry shop', sand-
26. The final +it is the actual phonetic output in deriva~;onal morphemes. In inflectional 
morphemes it is only +1 because the base masculine form already ends in +i. 
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/ariya 'shoemaker's shop', 'agvaniya 'tomato', ta 'anit 'fast', toxnit 'plan', 
'arvit 'evening prayer', etc. 
The relations are entirely different in inflectional morphemes. The 
status of the phonetic + iya ending is very minor. It fits less than 2% of 
approximately 2,000 nouns and adjectives with +i ending in the masculine 
form. The forms in (23) illustrate these exceptional cases with +iya end-
ing. 
(23) a. cvi/cviya 'deer', 'anij'aniya 'poor', naki/nekiya 'clean', seni/ 
sniya 'second', gari/griya 'irritable', /evi/leviya 'Levite', tari/ 
triya 'fresh'. 27 
b. noxri/noxriya 'foreigner' (noxrit 28 is restricted as an 
adjective in the phrase pe'a noxrit 'wig'), 'admonij'admoniya 
'reddish' (alternating with 'admonit). 
c. co'ani/co'aniya 'gipsy' (cf. co'anit), yehudi/yehudiya 'Jewish' 
(cf. yehudit), temani/temaniya 'Yemenite' (cf. temanit), 
carfat1/carfatiya 'French' (cf. carfatit), 'askenazij'askenaziya 
'Ashkenazi' (cf. 'askenazit). 
The + iya ending is rarely found in nouns that have a base which ends 
in e (cf. Section 5, example in (18)), e.g. yefe(y)fe/yefe(y)fiya 'very beau-
tiful', home/homiya 'noisy' (besides homa), pore/poriya 'fruitful' (besides 
pora). 29 Finally, the word kbmer 'priest' with no vocalic ending takes two 
endings: komriya 'nun', komrit 'minister's wife'. 
The generalizations stated by Podolsky (I 981) refer to a very limited 
semantic category: nouns denoting local origin or religion which include 
very few nouns. This semantic category with + iya ending belongs to less 
than 2% of the cases mentioned. Podolsky lists two exceptions to his state-
ment: /ita'i/lita'it 'Lithuanian' (not *lita'iya), and yisre'ell/yisre'elit 'Is-
raeli' (not *yisre'eliya). 30 A few more lexemes can be added to these 
exceptions. 
(24) plisti/p/iStit 'Philistine' (not' *pliStiya), roma'i/roma'it 'Roman' 
(not *roma'iya), 'a"Surij'a"Surit 'Assyrian' (not *'a"Suriya), 
mus/emi/mus/emit 'Moslem' (not *mus/emiya), 'aramij'aramit 
'Aramaic' (not *'aramiya), hiti/hitit 'Hittite'. 
27. The nouns and adjectives in this category have no other feminine forms, such as 
*cvit, * 'anit, *nakit, *senit, *garit, *levit, *tarit. Note that senit 'secondly' exists as an 
independent adverb, not as an inflectional feminine variant. 
28. In post-biblical Hebrew, noxrit was the noun referring to a gentile woman. 
29. Compare boxe/boxiya 'crying', cofe/cofiya 'observing' cited by Oman ( 1971 b, p. 44) 
as high stylistic variations of the standard boxa, co/a. 
30. Podolsky suggests that the possible reason for the yisre'e/it form is its variation with 
the penultimate yisre'eli, where the + t is predictable. 
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It seems, therefore, that the morphophonemic distinction offered by 
Podolsky is true only as a limited minor rule and must be assigned to very 
few lexical items. It is not a general rule which applies to all the gentilic 
nouns ending in stressed + i. The generalizations regarding these nouns 
should be restated, with special reference to a minor lexicosemantic rule. 
The relevant rules are described in R,-R3: 
R, Masculine forms ending in i (including gentilic nouns) take the 
+ t suffix in the feminine. 
R2 In a few gentilic nouns, there exists a morphosemantic distinction 
between nouns with +a ending and adjectives with +tending, 
and they must be lexically assigned. 
R1 Single masculine forms with ultimately stressed i take +a 
feminine ending.11 
The rule stated in R 1 is a general morphophonemic rule of Hebrew. It 
refers to over 98% of nouns and adjectives with i ending in the masculine, 
whether ultimately stressed (25a), or not (25b ), whether gentilic or not: 
(25) a. 'avivij'avivit 'spring-like', 'arcij'arcit 'earthly', bavli/bavllt 
'Babylonian', tiv'i/tiv'it 'natural', kasdijkasdit 'Chaldean', 
etc. 
b. 'afrikimij'afrikb.nit 'African', 'orgb.nij'orgb.nit 'organic', kusi/ 
kusit 'Ethiopian', texni/texnit 'technical', etc. 
The statements in R2 and R3 are minor. They are restricted to a small 
number of morphemes, therefore, they must be lexically assigned to the 
morphemes: in R2 to the morphemes like those mentioned in the beginning 
of this section and those in (23c); in R3 to the morphemes listed in (23a-b).32 
The examples presented immediately after (23) are obviously exceptional 
in all respects and will be singularly assigned in the lexicon. 
Note in conclusion that yehudit 'Jewish', 'aravit 'Arabic', 'ivrit 'He· 
brew', 'anglit 'English', turkit 'Turkish', parsit 'Persian', etc., as language 
names are feminine nouns, however, their +it ending is derivational rather 
than inflectional. 33 
31. See note 25 above. Note that the nominal forms with only the iya ending for the 
feminine have original i in their base masculine form, as in (23a). In the other nominals, the 
i is derivational. 
32. See Schwarzwald (1981, pp. 319-320). 
33. Historically, they could have been derived as inflected attribute adjectives modifying 
safe or lason 'language', both of which are feminine. However, synchronically they are 
derivational nouns with +it ending. 
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8. The +it Allomorph (6c) 
The +it feminine suffix is the most frequent inflectional feminine 
ending, occurring in hundreds of nouns and adjectives. The two major 
groups include masculine forms ending in Xan, as in (26), and in Xay, as 
in (27), both denoting attributes (traits) or occupations. 
(26) le(y)can/le(y)canit 'clown', mardim/mardanit 'rebel', baxyan/ 
baxyanit 'weeper', dakdekan/dakdekanit 'meticulous', batsim/ 
baisanit 'linguist', mad'an/mad'anit 'scientist', 'Sakran(sakranit 
'liar', celan(celanit 'cellist', badhan/badhanit 'jester', etc. 
(27) kanay/kana'it 'jealous', ramay/rama'it 'swindler', rasay/ra'Sa'it 
'allowed', yomanay/yomana'it 'diariest', 'ahrilyj'ahra'it 
'responsible', haklay/hakla'it 'farmer', 'afsenilyj'afsena'it 
'quartermaster', etc. 
The differences between the examples in (27) and (21) must be noted. 
Although they both end in i or y, there is no change in stress in (21 ), 
whereas in (27) the stress shifts to the last syllable. 
Exceptional to the Xan environment are the pairs 'almilnj'almana 
'widower /widow', ra 'anan/ra 'anana 'fresh', sa'anan(sa'anana 'tranquil', 
ye(y)niln/ye(y)nenet 'wine maker'. The first two pairs are found in the Bible, 
where the +a ending is quite frequent (see n. 16). The words 'almanil 
and ra'anana were adopted in modern Hebrew without any change because 
of their frequency of use; 'Sa'anana was probably formed by analogy to 
ra'anana (but see Section 9 below). Ye(y)nan is a modern Hebrew word, 
however the productivity and usefulness of the feminine form are ques-
tionable. 
The +it ending typifies also about 20% of the nouns of CaCaC oc-
cupational pattern (see example (35) and the discussion there). Since this 
pattern is dealt with at some length in Section 9 it will not be further 
elaborated in this section. 
Loan words, as in (28), and four or more consonantal-root words, as 
in (29), are inflected for the feminine with +it ending. The examples in 
(29) form a minor group compared to those exemplified in (26), (27) 
and (28). 
(28) student/studentit 'student', 'asistentj'asistentit 'assistant', 
brunet/brunetit 'brunette', diplomat/diplomatit 'diplomat', 
'apotrbposj'apotrbpsit 'guardian', celist(cellstit 'cellist', baron/ 
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baronit 'baron', 'idi'alistj'idi'alistit 'idealist', barbar/barbarit 
'barbarian', 34 virtu 'bz/virtu 'bzit 'virtuoso', 'astronaut/' astronautit 
'astronaut', etc. 
(29) 'ezrahj'ezrahit 'citizen', 'axzarj'axzarit 'cruel', gizbar/gizbarit 
'treasurer', 'efrbahj'efrohit 'chick', hedybt/hedyotit 'ignorant', 
'Sa 'amum(sa 'am um it 'melancholic', bUlbul/bulbulit 'bulbul 
(bird)', colloquial-'bewildered', etc. 
The examples in (29) fit various stems mentioned above such as XaC 
(with +et ending, see Sections 4 and 9) XoC and XuC (with +a endings, 
see Sections 4 and 5 (b)2, 3). They are exceptional in this respect and 
should therefore be lexically assigned. However, note that the nominal 
forms presented in (30) are multiconsonantal words too, but instead of 
+it they regularly take +a (30a), and rarely +et (30b) endings. These 
nominal forms sha,re a morphological feature of consonant repetition in 
the root {C1C 2C3C 2C 3). The +a ending is frequent, as in (30a), sometimes 
freely alternating with +et. Seldom is +et the only feminine marker of 
this class (30b). Apparently, (30a) adds another environment to the +a 
ending stated in R4• The examples in (30b) constitute a minor exceptional 
rule to the +a distribution and could be stated as Rs, thereafter assigned 
to the relevant lexical items. 
(30) a. 'adamdamj'adamdama 'reddish', sgalgb.l/sgalgalb. 'oval', or 
'violet-like', k~a/hat/kha/hala 'bluish', 'afarparj'afarparb.-
'afarperet 'greyish', levanban/levanbana 'whitish', kcarcar/ 
kcarcara 'shortish', ktantan/ktantana 'tiny',3S sfanfan/ 
sfanfana36 'small rabbit', ksafsaf/ksafsafb.-ksafsefet 'silvery', 
hafaxpax/hafaxpaxa-hafaxpexet 'wayward', raxrax/raxrakb. 
'softish ', etc. 
b. chavhav/chavhevet 'yellowish', yerakrak/yerakreket 
'greenish'. 
R4 Five-radical nominal morphemes with duplicated second and third 
consonants take +a feminine suffix. 
Rs Some five-radical nominal morphemes take +et feminine suffix 
and must be lexically assigned. 
34. barbar is the noun; barbari is the adjective. The feminine forms of both masculine 
forms coincide in barbilrit. 
35. Two lexical items of this kind with a diminutive meaning, ktantan 'tiny' and sharhtir 
'blackish'. have the regular ktantana and sharhara (sharheret, according to Even-Shoshan) 
feminine forms, next to ktantbnet and sharhbret which phonetically resemble the diminutives 
illustrated in (39). 
36. One finds sjanfanit in children's poetry, too, where the phonetic -an determines the 
choice of +it. 
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Hence, the environments for +it can be summarized as follows: +it 
is added to: 
(a) Xan, Xay occupational or attributive bases. 
(b) Loan words. 
(c) Some CaCaC occupational bases. 
9. The +et Allomorph (6d-e) 
The classification offered by Oman ( 1971 b) regarding the + t feminine 
suffix can be recapitulated in the following manner: +et is added following 
XaC and XeC sequences. As recalled, his third environment niCCe has 
previously been discussed in Section 6. 
These two environments, XaC and XeC, are morphophonemic, because 
they take into consideration only the final base with no reference what-
soever to any specific morphological pattern. 
A closer look at the nominal and adjectival participles reveals few 
exceptions to this generalization. The examples in (31) present a small 
sample of expected forms according to Oman; those in (32) show devia-
tions, e.g., 
(31) a. 
b. 
(32) a. 
b. 
c. 
me'uzan/me'uzenet 'horizontal', mehupnat/mehupnetet 
'hypnotized', mumhas/mumheset 'actualized', muram/ 
muremet 'elevated'. 
'Sofet(sofetet 'judge', foter(soteret 'policeman/woman', 
mistagef/mistagefet 'ascetic', 'oyevj'oyevet 'enemy', metapel/ 
metapelet 'male-nurse /nursemaid', etc. 
nifla/nifla'a 'wonderful', ne'elas/ne'e/asa 'joyous', nora/nora'a 
'horrible', 37 ne 'edar/ne 'edara 'glorious', nisgav/nisgava 
'grand', etc. 
fomem(somema 'empty', 'Sokek(sokeka 'noisy', romem/ 
romema 'elevated', boged/bogda-bogedet 'traitor', 'oved/ 
'ovda-'ovedet 'lost', boded/bodeda 'lonely', etc. 
matrid/matredet 'annoying', mavriah/mavrahat 'smuggler'. 
In general, the nominal forms of nif'al pattern take the +et ending 
as in mjtar/nifteret 'deceased', nisa/niset 'married'. The rate of +a fem-
inine ending as in (32a), compared to +et is 1:8, i.e., the majority of 
forms take the +et ending as expected. 
The CoCeC pattern dominantly takes the +et ending. The forms with 
+a in (32b) are stylistic variants to those with +et and they belong to 
37. In colloquial Hebrew the feminine form is nora'it alternating with nora·a. 
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highly literate forms. Interestingly, some of the forms in (32b) have iden-
tical second and third radicals, as in 'Somem, romem, 'Sokek, boded. ls this 
a mere accident? Finally, matmida and mavriha as expected by the XiC 
pattern (see Section 5 (b) I above) alternate unexpectedly in (32c) with 
matmedet, mavrahat38 for stylistic reasons too. 
Therefore, it is obvious that the +et feminine endings are dominant 
in the environments stated by Oman. Deviations are either an idiosyncrasy 
of specific lexical items or a stylistic variation, where the marked form 
with +a belongs to a higher register than the unmarked +et ending. 
The XeC environment suits the CiCeC 39 pattern of the so-called "de-
formed" nouns and adjectives. One finds many examples of this kind, as 
in (33), with only two exceptions: tipes/tipsa 'silly', pikeah/pikhit 'smart' 
(next to pikahat). 
(33) 'iterj'iteret 'left-handed', gidem/gidemet 'one-handed', giben/ 
gibenet 'hunchback', heres/hereset40 'deaf', ziver/ziveret 'squint-
eyed', piseah/pisahat41 'lame', 'ikelj'ike/et 'bow-legged', kipeah/ 
kipahat 'very tall', 'i/egj'ileget 'stammerer', kereah/kerahat 
'bald', etc. 
The XaC environment should have also fitted into the CaCaC42 pattern 
of the so-called craftsman, as in (34), however, the data are not as decisive 
as for the CiCeC nominal pattern. The examples in (35) demonstrate the 
+it ending of nouns belonging to this pattern. Those in (36) present nouns 
that fluctuate with regard to the feminine endings, and in (37) one finds 
nouns with +a ending. The +et ending is dominant (about 72% of the 
examples), however, the rate of occurrence of +it is not so minor, as it 
includes about one fifth of the nouns. The rest of the nouns either fluctuate 
or take the "unexpected" +a ending. 
(34) 
(35) 
hayat/hayetet 'tailor', harat/haretet 'engraver', gabfln/gabenet 
ichees~-maker', kasav/kasev~t 'monitor', ga/as/galeset 'skier', 
dayar/dayeret 'tenant', hayill/hayelet 'soldier', yazam/yazemet 
'initiator', calam/calemet 'photographer', etc. 
sapar/saparit 'hairdresser', balan/balanit 'bath attendant', 
hazan/hazanit 'cantor', ba/as/balasit 'detective', katan/katanit 
38. The adjective magdelet 'magnifying' is restricted to the zxuxit magdelet 'magnifying 
glass' phrase. Elsewhere it is magdila. 
39. CiCeC pattern is etymologically CiCCeC with a medial geminate consonant. 
40. The vowel i changes to e in front of r and '. 
41. See Section 2, example (8) above, and the explanation there. 
42. Etymological CaCCaC with a medial geminate consonant. 
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'flax worker', kanar/kanarit 'violinist', ca/af/calafit 'sniper', 
tabiln/tabanit 'carrier of straw', etc. 
(36) ganav/ganevet-ganavit 'thief', tabah/tabahat-tabahit 'cook', 
zabbn/zabenet-zabanlt 'shop assistant', ganim/ganenet 
'kindergarten teacher', ganan/gananit 'gardener'. 
(37) hata/hata'a 'sinner', halas/halasa 'weak'. 
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The fact that two of the fluctuating nouns in (36), zaban and ganan, 
as well as some of the nouns with +it ending in (35), balan, hazi:m, taban, 
katan, end in +an is not accidental. It was previously observed (Section 
8) that the +an ending of occupational nouns requires the +it feminine 
suffix. It is clear that the phonetic +an ending, rather than the CaCaC 
pattern structure or the XaC morphophonemic environment is what 
determined the suffix +it. 
These findings were supported in part by productivity tests. The sub-
jects ( 143 elementary school pupils of 12 years old, and 99 adults, all 
native Hebrew speakers) were instructed to write or to say the feminine 
form of a given masculine form. They were familiar with some of the words 
and unfamiliar with others. 43 The results show fluctuations between +et 
and +it, with a considerable tendency towards the +it suffix (40% with 
+it, 32% with +et). The +et ending was quite common in some of the 
familiar forms, such as zamar/zameret 'singer', nehag/naheget 'driver', 
dayag/dayeget 'fisherman/woman', but they occurred in other cases, such 
as rasam/rasemet 'registrar', hayat/~ayetet 'tailor', sayar/sayeret 'scout', 
nayah/nayahat 'static'. The +it was especially common in unfamiliar words, 
such as davad/davadit 'kettlemaker', kasat/ka'Satit 'decorator' or 'bow-
man' (with tet or tav spelling respectively). The suffix +it was almost 
unanimously chosen in masculine nouns of +an ending, e.g., dayan/ 
dayanit 'judge', kavan/kavanit 'lineman/woman', taban/tabanit 'carrier of 
straw', hazan/hazanit 'cantor', nagan/naganit 'player'. The +a suffix was 
hardly chosen at all as a feminine marker of this pattern. 
The results strengthen the data formerly observed, that the +it ending 
of CaCaC occupational pattern is quite common especially in nouns of 
the phonetic +an ending. They also hint that the +it will be derived 
more automatically in newly-formed nouns of this pattern for three reasons: 
(a) it is more common in the language as a feminine inflectional marker 
(see Table I above); (b) it typifies the occupational patterns as observed 
43. Other patterns, such as suffixai +an, +ay and the CeCeC pattern were tested, too. 
The nouns of the various patterns were presented at random in order to prevent undesirable 
paradigmatic responses. The results support conclusively the distributions discussed so far, 
except for the CaCaC occupational pattern. 
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in Section 8, hence the morphophonemic clues are less dominant than 
morphosemantic clues, therefore the +it ending is preferred; (c) phonetic 
+it is very common due to +t suffixation in Xi base stems (as demon-
strated in Sections 6 and 7). 
As for the examples in (37), they belong to the CaCaC (etymologically 
geminate) pattern. However, they do not carry the craftsman meaning. 
This is probably the reason for their deviation from the tendency to form 
the feminine forms with +et or +it endings. They fit very naturally into 
the nonoccupational CaCaC pattern presented in Section 5 (e).44 
Considerations of symmetry concerning the vowels and patterns could 
lead to the prediction that, since the +et allomorph occurs in XeC and 
XaC patterns, it should occur in XoC pattern as well, namely, in all the 
nonhigh vowels in final syllables. In fact, XoC takes the +a ending, as 
stated in Sections 4 A(2) and 5 (b)2. Only when the final consonant is n, 
and it forms part of the suffixal diminutive derivational marker, is the 
+et ending likely to occur. The suffix +on is one of the diminutive 
(sometimes derogatory) markers in Hebrew. Nouns and adjectives pos-
sessing this suffix take the +et feminine marker. The nouns and adjectives 
in (38) serve as base stems for the derivation of the diminutive (and 
mockery) forms in (39) to which the +et suffix is attached, e.g., 
(38) 
(39) 
bahur 'young man', yehudi 'Jew', yasis 'old man', barvaz 'duck', 
yeied 'boy', ke/ev 'dog', sus 'horse', tamim 'naYve', tipes 'silly', 
dov 'bear', misken 'poor', hamud 'cute'. 
ba~urbn/ba~urbnet 'young lad', yehudbn/yehudbnet 'Yid', 
yesisbn/yesisbnet 'old man', barvazbn/barvazbnet 'duckling', 
susbn/susbnet 'pony', tmimbn/tmimbnet 'naive', tipsbn/tipsbnet 
'silly little fool', dubbn/dubbnet 'young bear, fattish', miskenbn/ 
miskenbnet 'miserable', hamudbn/~amudbnet 'cute'. 
Other nouns with +on derivational suffix are inflected for the feminine 
with +a, as expected (see Section 5 b(2)) in (40), or with +it in the 
exceptional kilbn/kilonit 'someone with wedge-shaped head', because they 
do not carry the diminutive meaning. 
(40) 'aharbnj'a~arona 'last', hicbn/hicona 'outer', ge'eybn/ge'eyona 
'boastful', 'e/ybnj'e/yona 'high', kadmbn/kadmona 'ancient', 
tahtbn/tahtona 'lower', tixbn/tixona 'middle'. 
44. The words 'avaz 'gander', 'ayal 'deer' belong etymologically to the same pattern as 
the occupational nouns, see Introduction and note 42, but they take the +a ending. Note 
in this connection that many of the female animal nouns are formed with +a ending. See 
the relevant examples in (11), (13), (15), (17), (19), (20). Exceptional are 'arnavf'arnevet 
'coney', dror/drorit 'sparrow', but drbra as a female proper name. 
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The data observed on the +et allomorph point to the following con-
straints: 
(a) Participle forms of the type XeC and XaC. 
(b) Nominal patterns of CiCeC or CaCaC type carrying deformed or 
occupational meanings, respectively. 
(c) Forms of the Xon type carrying the diminutive (derogatory) meaning. 
Morphophonemic factors tend to prevent the +et ending in CaCaC 
occupational pattern in the case of n in final position. 
Exceptions to (a-c) are: (I) stylistic free variation of +et with +a or 
+it; (2) lexical distinction between feminine forms with +et and other 
suffixes (cf. ganenet/gananit, magdelet/magdila). They must be assigned 
to each relevant lexical item separately. 
10. Conclusion 
In the previous sections (5-9) we have described and classified the 
distribution of the feminine inflected allomorphs in modern Hebrew based 
on formal constraints set by the masculine forms. Table 2 summarizes the 
findings. The environments are listed according to the masculine stem 
type endings to which the feminine suffixes are added, followed by com-
ments specifying them. The relevant examples are given in parentheses 
next to the environments. 
TABLE 2: The Distribution of the Inflectional Feminine Suffixes 
Masculine Feminine Suffix Type 
Stem +a +at +it +t 
#CVC# + 
"" 
Xi + + 
0 XiC + :0 
.9 Xue + 
>.. XeC + + 00 
'@ XoC + + 
i:: XaC + + + ~ 
Xe + + 
Loan + 
Comments on Table 2: 
l. The final C in the stem type refers to any consonant, including pho-
nemic /' / or /' /, even when phonetically absent. 
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2. eve monosyllabic stem type takes only final +a (11, 15). 
3. Xie masculine stem type takes +a ending (12), but the adjectival 
type derivational Xi takes the + t feminine suffix (21, 24, 25), with 
several exceptions that take +a (23a). 45 
4. Xue stem type takes only +a ending (14). 
5. Xoe stem type takes +a ending (13, 40), unless it belongs to the 
+on diminutive (derogatory) stem, where the unstressed +et is dom-
inant (39). 
6. Xee stem type takes +a ending if it refers to the eaeee pattern 
( 17) or to the penultimate eeeee pattern (20); otherwise it takes the 
+et ending (33).46 
7. Xae stem type requires +a in nonoccupational eaeae (19) or in 
reduplicate roots (30). In participles (31) and occupational eaeae 
(35), it requires +et unless it ends in +an (26), or +ay (27), occu-
pational (35), and attributive nominals where +it is expected. 
8. Xe stem type changes to +a in the feminine ( 18), unless it belongs 
to eveee (nieee or mueee) pattern, where the +t occurs (22). 
9. Loan words take a unique ending +it (28). 
The environments stated are absolutely morphological in the following 
cases: 
l. Monosyllabic stems. 
2. Xae participles, as in nieeae, meeueae, mueeaC. 
3. eveee (nieee or mueee) stem; Xe stem. 
4. eaeee participle base. 
5. eeeee segolate base. 
6. Duplicate roots; multiconsonantal roots. 
The environments are morphosemantic in: 
7. Xon diminutive base ending. 
8. Occupational/nonoccupational eaeae; occupational and attrib-
utive +an, +ay base endings. 
The environments are morphophonemic in the rest of the cases, in-
cluding the loan words category, i.e., 
9. Xie, Xue, Xoe, Xee, Xi stems. 
I 0. Loan words. 
The environments stated provide a useful device for the prediction of 
the feminine inflected forms. Given a specific masculine base form, the 
proper feminine suffix can be automatically derived with relatively few 
exceptions. 
45. See the discussion about gentilic nouns in Section 4. 
46. In case of phonemic/'/ in this stem, the +et ending is realized as stressed +et, as 
in [koret] ( </kore'+et/ 'reading'). 
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XaC, XeC and Xe environments are the most opaque because various 
factors coincide: morphological, morphosemantic and morphophonemic. 
It is obvious that in the case of XaC occupational ending, the morphose-
mantic factors intermingle: Xan occupational stem with +it ending in-
terferes with occupational CaCaC with +et ending, and therefore many 
nouns of CaCaC pattern take the +it ending for the feminine. 47 
The fact that phonetic +it is the most popular ending plays an im-
portant role in this tendency, too. The + t attached to the Xi bases together 
with +it suffixed to the loan, Xan, and Xay bases constitute the largest 
number of +it endings (see percentages in Table I). This phonetic influ-
ence no doubt causes the increases of +it ending in CaCaC occupational 
pattern. 
The interference of the various factors occurs not only in the CaCaC 
occupational pattern but also in the morphological multiconsonantal du-
plicate roots and morphophonemic XaC, as demonstrated in (30a-b). It 
is also frequent in the morphophonemic Xe and the morphological niCCe 
and muCCe, as demonstrated in (I 8) and (22), and in mistane/mistana-
mistanet 'changing', mukce/mukca-mukcet 'set apart'. One cannot point, 
however, to the most important factor towards which new morphemes will 
be inclined. They will probably be an extension of the proposed major 
factor environments, with deviating single lexical items. 
The autonomous exceptions to the classifications presented in Table 2 
are relatively rare. They include a few lexical items with idiosyncratic 
morphological endings, such as mumhe/mumhit 'expert', instead of the 
expected *mumhet, or even mumha, kbmer 'priest' /komriya 'nun'/ kom-
rit 'minister's wife', rofe/rof'a 'physician' instead of *rofet (like kore/koret 
'reads', with phonemic /' /), giybr/giybret 'proselyte' instead of *giyora, 
tinbk/tinbket 'baby' instead of *tinoka. Others exhibit free variation, such 
as mumar/mumeret 'apostate' as expected, and mumarit as unexpected, 
rasa/re'Sa'a 'wicked', as expected, and ra'Sa'it as unexpected, 'Sovav(sovava 
'naughty' and 'Sovavit, 'ikarf'ikara-'ikarit 'farmer', etc. (and see (32b) 
above). 
The unexpected forms alternating with the regular forms serve in gen-
eral as stylistic variations. The expected endings provide the standard, 
unmarked, everyday forms, whereas the marked forms with the unexpected 
ending provide the high stylistic, literary, learned forms. The oddity of 
their inflection will be handled, like all the lexeme idiosyncratic features, 
in the lexicon. In other words, nouns and adjectives deviating from the 
generalizations stated above will be separately marked in the lexicon for 
47. Supported, as recalled, by productivity tests. 
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their inflected forms, either by minor rules as demonstrated in R2, R5 or 
by single lexical markings. 
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